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NTWC CONFERENCE CALL 

JANUARY 15, 2014 
1:00 Eastern, 12:00 Central, 11:00 Mountain, 

10:00 Pacific, 9:00 Alaska 

Dial 1‐877‐446‐3914, Access Code 321302# 

 

Ken called the meeting to order at 1:07 p.m. 

Name Tribe/Organization 
David Fuller Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe 
Denise Jensen Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
Ken Norton National Water Tribal Council 
Phil Cernera Coeur d’Alene Tribe 
Dan Kusnierz Penobscot Indian Nation 
Nancy Schuldt Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa 
James Grider Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma 
Pamela Blasdell INDUS Corporation 

 
Steve Terry and Jasmine Alvarado are on travel.   
There was no agenda. 

Discussion Topics: 
1) WQS Regulatory Revisions 
2) NWF lobby loopholes 
3) Review of Presentations for NTWC/EPA Joint call 

a) Methodology for deriving ambient water quality data 
b) Funding Targets for 106 Funding  
c) Nutrient Strategy 
d) Environmental of Flows  
e) Regional nutrient criteria workshops  

4) Comments for Strategic Measures 2015 – 2018  
5) Announcements  
6) List of Actions from Fall 2013 Meeting with updates 
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Next call: February 12, 2014 at 1:00 p.m. EST. 
Potential call topics: 
 NWF lobby loopholes – Kathleen Brosemer to report out. 
 Environmental Flows – From Nancy Schuldt’s region she has a member from the local 

chapter from the Nature Conservancy who has knowledge on the scientific review for 
ecological flows.  February or March 

 

1) WQS Regulatory Revisions  
Ken thanked Nancy Schuldt for the comments she documented for the WQS Revisions.  He 
was impressed with the detail and the thought process.  Phil agreed it was an excellent piece 
of work.   Nancy received confirmation her submission was received.  Ken will follow-up 
with Felicia on the next hour’s call regarding the next steps for the revision effort. 

 
2) NWF lobby loopholes 

Ken received correspondence with Kathleen that she was able to attend the hearing in 
Washington, DC.  He asked Phil for an overview of what transpired at Capitol Hill.  Phil 
suggested Tony Turrini to contact Kathleen to attend.   

At the end of the call, Kathleen notified Nancy she had wrapped up the hearing at the Capitol 
and will provide a report out to the NTWC. 
 

3) Review of Presentations for NTWC/EPA Joint call 
January 15, 2014 at 2:00 p.m. EST. 

 
a) Methodology for deriving ambient water quality data  
Ken asked Phil and Dave to help the NTWC to form a position on this matter.   

The Spokane Tribe has promulgated an EPA approved WQS based on consumption of 2 lbs 
of fish a day; however, the Idaho standards were disapproved for consumption rate of 17 
grams a day.  EPA provided funding to develop a tribal consumption survey.  Coeur d’Alene 
Tribe participated in the survey but Phil recommended pulling out since the survey does not 
capture the aspiration consumption rate.  Several tribes in his region are participating in the 
survey.  These tribes are attached to their fisheries, stating the case for tougher standards.  
The Coeur d’Alene Tribe pulled out to avoid bringing down the results for the other tribes.   
Coeur d’Alene Tribe may default to Umatilla’s standard of 175 grams since EPA has passed 
this standard.   

Phil suggested the NTWC take a stand to be protective of the one person who eats the most 
fish.  Aspirational desires must be included.   Tribes should take the approach to attach 
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number or endorse the fact tribes can set their own standards bases on their own aspirational 
needs. 

Region 1 is experiencing a similar issue.  Dan explained the state of Maine is using a lower 
health risk rate for arsenic.  His tribe is trying to use a document through an EPA DITCA that 
set a higher standard for arsenic. It looks like what the consumption rates looks like in the 
absence of advisories.  EPA told Dan’s tribe the agency could not force the state of ME to 
follow consumption rates to protect the tribes but if the tribe develops their own consumption 
rates they could be enforced.  

Region 10 is experiencing push back from states to work around vague language in the CWA 
regarding use of health risk factors of 10 – 5 rather than 10 – 6.  Boeing and timber companies 
are trying to push 175 grams fish consumption which is less than what WA documented for 
tribes, at 200 grams a day.  In addition, Boeing is pushing for a compliance schedule of 40 – 
60 years and fish-by-fish, species by species consumption and toxic risk analysis.   

On a positive note, Dave noted the Region 10 Tribal Administration came forward and stated 
there will be an announcement on EPA’s Region 10’s look at the Pebble Mine; the 
bioassessment and scientific review process has been completed, and EPA is apparently 
considering a pre-decisional veto of the US Army Corps wetlands permit  

 
b) Funding Targets for 106 Funding – Ken refreshed the council’s effort to create a foundation 

for funding targets. The barrier tribes run into is EPA defining pollutants in Indian Country based 

upon the CWA 106 allocation formula for state and tribes. The state formula for pollutants is based 

upon major point sources of discharge and the cost of mitigating those sources through NPDES 

permitting and operation costs for implementing CWA pollution reduction programs. Applying the 

state standard in Indian Country is not practicable. Tribes do not have major discharges associated 

with urban industry, land base, and population. Holding Tribes to these standards, places tribes at a 

significant disadvantage. What the NTWC proposes is EPA to provide direct funding to Tribes based 

on need in operating their CWA 106 Pollution Prevention programs. Furthermore, EPA allocates 

funds to territories (Guam & Samoa) based on need and they are not held to the state standard or 

quantifying pollutant sources within their lands. The NTWC advocates that Tribes be treated in the 

same manner as territories in funding their CWA 106 programs.  
 

c) Robyn Delahanty will provide an update on the Tribal Water Atlas and whether this is a 
suitable tool for the NTWC utilize to define the pollutant problems from a tribal point of 
view to identify funding targets.  

 

Ken asked if anyone had comments or feedback. 
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Dave suggested discussing this with Michael Shapiro and with the funding cuts.  In 
Washington State, their new 106 grants have been cut $9,000.  His OMB is operating is less 
each year than it was five years prior. 

d) Nutrient Strategy – Cory Buffo is going to give EPA version of their guidelines to help 
create our tribal nutrient strategy.   
 

e) Environmental of Flows – Nancy Schuldt provided an update. She contacted member of 
the local chapter from the Nature Conservancy who has knowledge on the scientific 
review for ecological flows.  This will be discussed at either a February or March call.   

 
f) Regional nutrient criteria workshops – Nancy was recruited to participate in Region 

5’s workshop.  She suggested council members to take advantage of the training.  She 
noted that if this is an important national priority, there needs to be similar outreach effort 
to the tribes.  EPA appears to be focused on the states.  Ken agreed and recalled there 
were special funds available for tribes to integrate with the nutrient strategy.    
 
Dan noted Region 1 was invited to the workshops.   

 
4) Comments for Strategic Measures 2015 – 2018  
The comment period is closed. Ken asked for approval from the council to ask EPA to extend 
the comment period.   Phil supported that action and suggested pushing it out from 30 days to 
45 days.  Ken will ask for a 45 day extension. 

 
Region 9: there were several topics brought to OCFO.  EPA’s unilateral decision to remove a 
strategic measure that open up clean ups in Indian County.  It is a priority across tribal 
nations.   This is a disservice to Indian Country.  Ken referred to page 7 of the strategic plan 
and asked members to have tribal representatives and leaders to send in their comments.   
Ken will put together a one page comment and submit it to OW. 

 
5) Announcements  

Phil is meeting the Associate Assistant Administrator for EJ this evening.  
 

6) List of Actions from Fall 2013 Meeting with updates 

January 2014 Updates in Green  
December 2013 Updates in Red 

DAY 1 
Council Membership: 
 Ken will provide Steve with contact information for James Grider, Navajo Nation to send 

a formal letter. Closed 
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 Steve will draft a letter to members who have not participated in meetings. Closed 
 Steve will follow-up with a recruitment letter to the regions in need of representation 

after a letter is sent to the members who have not participated in meetings. 
Policies and Procedures: 
 Felicia will review EPA’s policy with the council’s rules for lobbying and report back to 

NTWC.  (Referring to Legislative Liaison Section of the Business Practices) representing 
on tribal behalf to Congress.   
 

Overview of 2014 EPA Water Allocations for Tribes: 
 Ken will rewrite letter to Administrator McCarthy updating the section regarding the 

Clean Water set asides. The reduction in the funding floor is not adequate for tribes to 
achieve the goals cited in the Strategic Plan.  The letter will be completed by November 
30th before next call (12/11/13).  Kathleen volunteered to assist with letter.   

 CW act and CA act – Review wording to remove the barriers add this information to the 
revised letter to Administrator McCarthy. 

 Ken requested Steve put together outline paper of the appropriation letter for sections and 
articles to reference in the letter in regards to the CW and CA appropriation language. 
Tribal SRF –  To ensure correctly referencing the document.  Steve created the matrix. 
He will pull together the appropriation language. 

 Ken will follow up with Fred Leutner exploring and developing a legal basis for tribal 
assertion of authority over geographic areas and non members using the Clean Air Act 
provision.  Ken will discuss with Fred Leutner legal basis. Will be discussed on the next 
hours’ call.  EPA is still under a legal review and will not be able to release document 
until Jan/Feb 2014. 

 Workgroup (Phil, Nancy, Ken and Dan) Will gather information on legal tools to 
simplify the TAS process under the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts.  Information will 
assist identifying strategies and goals and help conduct case law interpretation under the 
Montana ruling.  (This pertains to Ken.  He would send out the case law he was utilizing 
CA act to utilize in the TAS.) Nancy reminded Phil’s TAS for WQS for Region 5 was different 
than Region 8.  Inconsistencies for 303 authorities.   Regional level.    Report out for the review 

 

Action: 2008 Streamlining (Ken will ask Felicia for the review he discussed with the NTWC regarding 
2008 streamlining.) 

Pulled from the NTWC/EPA Joint call 12/11/13: 
Under the current mechanism the following was suggested: 

 Research Nancy’s reservations TAS application to figure out why there is a disparage 
between Phil and Nancy’s tribes TAS applications. (Felicia) 

 Identify the commonality amongst the six tribes denied full TAS rights.  
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Have a separate call with Phil with legal counsel and region 10. 

Alaska Native Villages SRF Discussion 
 Matt Richardson will provide the council with the list of projects for last January 2013. 

Maybe bring this up to Matt on tomorrow’s TIFF meeting and ask Felicia to follow-up. 
 Matt Richardson will provide the council with a report regarding the groups receiving the 

$2 million for technical assistance. 
 Ken will coordinate with the NTC to share the same voice and bring of issue of priority 

in lieu of decreased SRF funding.    
 Ken will contact the NTC Representative prior to January.   
 Ken will forward email and the response to the NTWC. 
 

Overview of 2014 Water Allocations for Tribes 
 Steve will put together an appropriate matrix in regards to the Clean Water SDW 

appropriation language. He has created one for TAS provisions.   He will create one for 
the statutory language for CW and DW SRF and SDW provisions. 
 

Core WQS as an option for delegating CWA Regulatory Programs to Tribes 
 Nancy will provide Fred Leutner with information regarding her RTOCs interest in core 

WQS. 
 Fred Leutner will provide the NTWC with an idea of how the core WQS would have 

worked. 
 
GAP Guidance Fallout 
 NTWC representatives who sit on the RTOC council are urged to give testimony where 

interpretation of GAP guidance has impacted their regions in reduction of dollars. Ken – 
as point person submit their GAP applications by January 8, in lieu of restricted funding 
and as other tribes come on board.  Will keep this discussion open as we go to the RTOC 
the gap guidance is not a friendly tool. 
 

Tribal Nutrient Strategy 
 Felicia can share the contacts for the agency’s tribal coordinators. – Dan provided Felicia 

with the NRCS contact but since then it seems like it’s an interim position and will 
change.  

 Phil will write the draft letter to USDA and USGS regarding EQIP dollars and provide it 
to the NTWC by the December call. 

 Felicia will follow up with Corry to schedule him for a future NTWC/EPA meeting. 
 

 
Topics for upcoming meetings: 
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December: Tribal Water Atlas – Robyn Delahanty (POSTPONED Robyn is out of town. Follow 
up on call with Felicia.) 
January: Flow and WQS – Fred Leutner, Invite a representative from the Nature Conservancy.  
Person TBD.  Was not on January Call. Nancy Schuldt has identified a person from NC to 
participate in discussion. 

Future Meeting: EPA Nutrient Program in WQS – Corey Buffo   

DAY 2 
EPA Proposed Rule Changes to Water Quality Standards 
 Nancy Schuldt will draft comments and input on the proposed changes to the WQS 

regulatory proposed rule. Due by November 21st.  Waiting for feedback.  Will have the draft 
for the council to review hopefully tomorrow 12/12/13.  Closed 1/2/14. 

 NTWC will send Janita examples of Tier 2 Ruling issues. 

Conference Video with Nancy Stoner 
 Felicia to send the NTWC the URL link to the science document about headwater 

streams and riparian areas. 
 Nancy Stoner will follow-up with specific date on the study Hydro Fracturing study 

results done by ORD. 
 Eric will follow-up with Nancy on the Gray water issue in Alaska. 
 Nancy Schuldt will send a letter to Nancy Stoner regarding the Cumulative Effects 

Analysis protocol. Closed 12/11/13 
 Nancy Stoner will follow-up with OECA and Great Lakes Program director, Susan 

Hedman on Nancy Schuldt’s work on Cumulative Effects Analysis and the need for more 
analyses. 

 Nancy Stoner will follow up with her standards program on WQS, arsenic issue in 
Penobscot Indian Nation, EPA Region 1.  

 
Proposed DWIG Guidelines  
 Nicole will work with her staff to see if BIA Labor Force Report can be built be into the 

guidance.  She will follow-up with Felicia.    
 Felicia will share the Felicia will share the Proposed DWIG Guidelines presentation with 

the NTWC.   

DW Compliance in Indian Country 
 Felicia OW will get back to OECA and possibly more discussion with the council on 

tribes expanding the peer reviews nationally. 

Action:  Felicia will work with OECA; more discussions with the council regarding setting 
up a public water system. (Rene Rickard’s tribe)  Possible academy training. 

Alaska Native Jurisdictional Issues 
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 Build a case study with examples and send to Region 10. Once Region 10 receives letter, 
they should investigate and implement a direct consultation with Alaskan Tribes.  
Phil can get the criteria. Dan & Eric. 

 
Mining Loopholes 
 Outreach effort- NTWC to develop a PowerPoint Presentation or briefing for each of 

their respective Tribes to elevate this issue. This is a priority. Use Honoring the River 
report. As soon as possible. Nancy will contact Tony. Kathie Brosemer volunteered to 
follow up. 

 Phil will coordinate with Nancy on a trip to DC.  
 

USET-SP-14B 
 Create a PowerPoint template with NTWC logo. 
 Develop draft outline of Webinar (Ken & Steve) 
 Susan Holdsworth to provide NTWC with URL to Strategic Measure Website she 

demonstrated at today’s meeting. 
 
Tribal Council Member 
 Send a letter to Nancy John accepting her resignation and commending her for her 

service. 
 Send letter to Mr. Brider notifying him he will fill Region 6 slot opening the At Large 

seat.  Closed 
 
Topics for upcoming meetings: 
 Introduce the new WQ Training Coordinator 

 
Workgroups:  
 Budget – Ken, Kathy and Dan 
 Baseline funding – Ken, Alex and Denise 
 106 Alternative Options – Ken, Phil, Fred Leutner, Nancy and Dan 
 Support for WQ S14b – Ken, Alex, Steve, Sheena and Felicia 
 Nutrient strategy – Michael, Phil, Denise, Rene and Alex 
 Changes to WQS – Nancy  
 DW Compliance – Steve and Sean 
 Alaska Native Villages – Eric, Daniel and Phil 
 Mining loopholes – Nancy and Phil 
 Strategic Plan – Ken 

Minutes Review – Nancy 

 


